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❙
The Australian Antarctic Territory: A Man’s World?
Christy Collis
U ntil 1975, the Australian Antarctic Territory (AAT), a territory thatcomprises a massive 42 percent of the polar continent, was a man’sworld—not that of a man specifically but of a particular form of
Australian masculinity. The AAT was a man’s world in two related ways.
The first is the most obvious: a key requirement for Australian Antarctic
work was a penis, and until 1975, when three women were allowed on
the continent for several weeks in an official capacity, Australia simply did
not allow women to work in its polar claim at all.
The second aspect of the AAT’s manliness is less genital and more
conceptual. The AAT was, and remains, a space onto which fantasies of
an idealized Australian masculinity have been projected: the final frontier
awaiting penetration, or the masculine space of the imperial frontier as
opposed to the feminized space of domestic colonial settlement. Obvi-
ously, the two Antarctic malenesses are connected. Ban women from half
a continent, and pretty quickly that half continent becomes a fantasy world
for masculinity. Or the reverse. But it is not causality that is important
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here. What is important is the opening statement about gender and the
polar south: the AAT is a masculine space. This statement is intentionally
polemical and provocative since many women have worked in the AAT
since 1975 (see Chipman 1986; Burns 2001), and Antarctic conceptual
space is not a monolithic cultural construct. A longer article might deli-
cately tease out the various nuances of the AAT’s spatial complexity. But
this is a brief article whose intention is not to tease but to point out an
obvious, dominant strain in the spatial history of the AAT. It is the con-
ceptual rather than the demographic masculinity of Australian Antarctic
space—as well as recent shifts in this spatial gendering—to which this
article attends.
It is by now axiomatic in Western cultures that frontier mobility is
associated with masculinity while domestic settlement is associated with
femininity (see, e.g., Schaffer 1988). This gendered spatial binary maps
clearly onto the differences—both conceptual and physical—between the
mobile process of imperialism and the more spatially static practice of
settlement referred to as colonialism. Imperial spatiality involves motion:
explorers trudge ever further into continental interiors, leaving behind
them flags and cairns of possession. Colonialism, however, involves the
subsequent practice of spatial possession by occupation: the construction
of settlements and the occupation of imperially claimed space. In Australia,
as elsewhere, colonial spatiality is explicitly gendered as feminine, while
imperial spatiality remains a masculine preserve (Hains 2002). According
to international law, land claimed through the mobile process of imperial
exploration must be settled and occupied through colonization if the title
is to be “perfected” (Sharma 1997, 40). It is here that the tension emerges:
for a legal land claim to be complete, the masculinized space of the imperial
frontier must give way to the feminized space of colonial occupation. It
was legally necessary for the Australian government to solidify its massive
and contentious claim to nearly half of Antarctica through settlement, but
this has proved unsettling to the masculine imperial spatiality that had
comprised the territory—both conceptually and physically—for decades.
To see how this tension has played out in the AAT, this article turns to
two brief examples: the debates over Australia’s Antarctic station rebuild-
ing program in the 1980s and media coverage of the AAT’s first private
settlers, who lived in Antarctica in 1995.
In the 1980s, the decade when it allowed its first woman to work over
winter in the AAT, the Australian Antarctic Division initiated a major
program of upgrading Australia’s three year-round continental bases. Ant-
arctic weather conditions demand regular maintenance of buildings, but
the rebuilding program involved more than just maintenance. The re-
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building program was a visible display of Australia’s modern occupation
of Antarctica. To some degree, the rebuild also related to gender, and to
genitals, as Australian women had been prevented from working in Ant-
arctica until 1975, in part by assertions that the bases did not have
women’s toilets (Chipman 1986, 110) or living quarters. The new build-
ings were designed with appropriate facilities. Australian National Ant-
arctic Research Expeditions’ Trevor Tierney figured the arrival of Austra-
lian women in Antarctica as the beginning of the end of Antarctica’s
masculine imperial spatiality, sighing that “the initial phase of exploration
is now over and the next phase, leading to permanent colonisation is
beginning. . . . The colonisation process has reached a stage where
women are now entering into Antarctic research programmes” (quoted
in Chipman 1986, 140). As a memorial to the “good old days” when
men were men and women were photos, the Weddell hut’s “Sistine
ceiling,” composed of ninety-two 1970s and 1980s porn pinups, was
declared an Australian national heritage site of “high significance,” a
“shrine to the red-blooded pioneering spirit” of the masculine frontier
(Spectator 1998).1 Heritage is the formal process of assigning places official
meaning; the preservation of the Weddell hut’s dated porn signals a desire
to valorize and memorialize the AAT’s status as a man’s world.
In 1995 and 1997, two major Australian expeditions traveled to Ant-
arctica. These expeditions were the most heavily reported Antarctic events
in Australian media at this time; no other polar expeditions have received
this intensity of national coverage since then. They are thus important
cases for analysis of contemporary Australian polar spatiality. Both expe-
ditions published narratives: Don and Margie McIntyre’s Expedition Ice-
bound generated an illustrated coffee-table book, Two Below Zero: A Year
Alone in Antarctica (McIntyre and Meredith 1996), and the Spirit of
Australia South Pole Expedition published its exploration video narrative,
Walking on Ice: The History-Making Journey to the South Pole (1998).
Despite the fact that the two expeditions took place during the same
period, their spatialities are markedly different. The Spirit of Australia’s
expedition account is a mobile narrative of imperial masculinity, while the
McIntyres’ Two Below Zero is a static story of colonial settlement.
On December 31, 1997, Australians Peter Treseder, Keith Williams,
and Ian Brown arrived at the South Pole after sixty grueling days of skiing.
1 The phrase “high significance” is taken from an unpublished report (Australian Antarctic
Division, “Initial Environmental Evaluation of the Future of Old Mawson Station,” National
Library of Australia Manuscript Section, 1997). The Weddell hut was one of the original
Mawson Station buildings from 1974.
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The national newspaper the Australian devoted a special eight-page color
pullout titled “Antarctica: The Great Australian Trek” to the expedition
(Visontay 1998), and the expedition’s official patron, then–prime minister
John Howard, made statements as to the explorers’ essential Australianness
(in Hickman 1998, 1). The nation’s media heralded the men as “heroes”
(Lusetich 1998, 1), “Antarctic Conquerors” (Webb 1998, 13), and “mod-
ern-day explorers” (Herald-Sun 1998, 24).
While women are absent from the bulk of the Australian’s special
supplement dedicated to the three men, one woman does feature, albeit
at the bottom of the second-to-last page under an article on the problem
of tourists in Antarctica. The supplement includes a brief extract from
Two Below Zero, an account of a married Australian couple’s voluntary
year spent in a tiny cabin at the AAT’s Commonwealth Bay in 1995. Like
the South Pole expedition, the McIntyres also achieved an Australian
Antarctic “first,” but unlike the trekkers’, their first was not a mobile one.
Margie and Don McIntyre were Australia’s first Antarctic settlers: they
did not go to Commonwealth Bay to work or to walk but to build a
house and to live. On the fringe of the space that the newspaper’s pullout
produces as Australia’s glorious final frontier, Don and Margie set up a
private domestic home. The McIntyres practiced and produced a colonial
spatiality of settlement. The pullout’s title for the section dealing with the
McIntyres’ colonial stay—“A Magnificent Place to Visit . . . but You
Wouldn’t Want to Live There”—signals a cultural need to forestall the
possibility of domestic colonialism and to preserve Antarctica as a mas-
culine space of imperial mobility. Unlike the determined or grimly tri-
umphant faces of the supplement’s male explorers, in the three photos of
her that accompany the extract, Margie is watching Don use the telephone,
sitting in her long underwear reading, and crying onto her needlepoint
(McIntyre and Meredith 1998).
Both the extract in the Australian and Two Below Zero produce Ant-
arctica as a space for masculine exploration and not for feminine occu-
pation and settlement. The accounts document Margie’s physical and
psychic inability to master Antarctica. Margie, according to her husband
Don, spent a large portion of her time in Antarctica in uncontrollable
tears, wanting desperately to go home. The extract proceeds through a
litany of Margie’s ineptitudes: she cannot cope with bucket baths, she
wears frilly underpants, she spends too much time phoning friends, and
she wishes she were back home in Mooloolaba. But these charges are only
symptoms of the fundamental handicaps that render Margie incapable of
inhabiting the cultural space of Australian Antarctica. It is not Margie’s
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individual foibles that lead to the Australian’s dismissal of her Antarctic
stay as a failed experiment. As the excerpt’s title insists, and as the fact
that Margie is the only woman in the pullout implicitly suggests, Margie
cannot be admitted into the elevated ranks of Australian Antarctic spatial
heroes for two reasons. First, she is a woman, and second, she is a domestic
colonist and not an imperial explorer.
From 1929, when the first Australian expedition traveled to eastern
Antarctica, until 1975, the AAT was preserved as a space strictly for men.
This has changed, but the AAT’s status as a conceptually masculine space
persists. The Antarctica of Australian imagination remains largely mas-
culine: a vacant frontier for exploration and movement. But the physical
AAT is also a colonized space, a space where Australians build, settle, and
stay. The once simple and homogenous masculine spatiality of the AAT
is slowly becoming more complex.
Department of Media and Communication
Queensland University of Technology
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❙
A Circumpolar Case: Networking against Gender Violence across
the East-West Border in the European North
Aino Saarinen
C hallenges to circumpolar collaboration arise with the tensions betweenindigenous and national perspectives. Because Western interventionsin the Eastern European transitional regions have been significant,
postcolonial criticism is a valid starting point for feminist debates on the
relationship between the impoverished postsocialist East and the affluent
West. But this criticism also applies, in a special way, to actors from the
northernmost regions of Finland, Norway, and Sweden. As members of
cultural majorities who live in a geographic periphery, far from the capital,
their experiences of being marginalized in their national communities
encourages them to avoid “othering” and to find alternative means of
cross-border collaboration.
My study concerns grassroots mobilizing, networking, development,
and research in the Barents region, which is composed of the northern-
most parts of Norway, Sweden, Finland, and northwestern Russia. From
the late 1990s to the early 2000s, networking concentrated on the issue
of violence against women. I was living in the north myself and had a
triple role as an activist, a scholar, and a project director. The analysis
below is part of my ongoing reflections on the process, which will be
followed up by a study now under preparation (Dracheva et al. 2008).
Circumpolar collaboration is linked to the dissolution of the Soviet
regime. The European north, until recently one of the most heavily mil-
itarized areas of the globe, was rapidly transformed from a closed frontier
region into an open transregion. The process was crystallized with the
foundation of the Barents Euro-Arctic Administration in 1993. In high
politics the initiators are men, but in low politics they are often women.
One example of low politics was the founding of a Nordic-Russian network
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